
 

 

Capa Morada  

 

Made with artist Jean Meeran during a 2003 residency in Cape Town, South Africa, Capa Morada 

(Stay) includes four series of photographs, all of which capture Marcelle engaged in acts of 

camouflage. Using fabric, objects, and items of clothing, she attempts to blend into the 

background of the city’s streets, walls, shopfronts, and market stalls.  

Her more effective disguise, however, proves to be her own skin. In Brazil, the mixed heritage 

subject is often taken as a generalised, and culturally white, national identity, but in South Africa 

this perception shifted. When seated amongst other passengers on a bus, with her skin tone 

serving as both a mask and a bearer of identity, Marcelle finally recedes into the background. 

 

Capelles 

At Marcelle’s first solo exhibition in 2005, Retreatants, The Conversationalist, Fence Mirage, Clue 

and Confrontation were presented as remnants of a directionless voyage between an urban 

centre and its rural margins. The text written to accompany that show took the form of a 

conversation between a disoriented traveller and a headless horse. Lacking any fixed bearings, 

the traveller tells the horse that it is not him but the landscape that is moving. It shifts around 

him, saturating his clothing, rolling back the asphalt and unearthing fence posts. This invented 

narrative imagines a reversal of human dominance over space that also undoes the origin story 

of the city where these works were produced. Founded by a colonial fortune hunter or 

‘bandeirante’ (standard bearer), Belo Horizonte grew from a small village to become the capital 

of the Brazilian state that was named Minas Gerais (General Mines) after the industries that 

extract its natural resources and dominate its landscape.  

 

Conjunção de Fatores 

 

Each diptych in this series results from a collaborative process similar to that used by Marcelle 

in the production of her films. Specific people and settings bring a certain image to mind, and 

she encourages each collaborator to act out, adapt and embody the gestures she envisages. 

Those depicted are known to Marcelle to degrees ranging from passing acquaintance to familial 

bond, and their social position can be assumed from their clothing, setting and props. The title 

of each diptych and the scenes they depict, however, transform the roles they play in everyday 

life. While the job of The Collector is shown to be futile, the uniformed workers seen in The 

Cosmopolite and The Tempest enact an emancipatory re-ordering of typical interactions 

between agency, labour, class and race. 

 

 

 

 



Family in Disorder 

The Family in Disorder includes two spaces, each containing identical quantities of the same 

materials. On entering the exhibition, visitors who turned right will have encountered a dead 

end: a black-carpeted room divided by a neatly-stacked barricade. Those who turned left, 

however, arrive here in this larger open area which contains a second installation made by a 

group of workers who were left alone to occupy this space prior to the opening.  

The materials found in this work are commonly used by Marcelle and will appear and reappear 

in different guises throughout the exhibition. While the densely ordered barricade serves as a 

radical synthesis of her work to date, this second space marks a release of authorial control and 

a handing over of creative responsibility. Having been given only a few ground rules, the group 

who occupied it were faced with the challenge of where to begin, and how to work together. 

The result of this process is an installation shaped by the decisions they made and the dynamics 

that emerged between them.  

 

Nau 

A static camera shot shows roof tiles being gradually displaced from within. Figures emerge from 

the gaps and gather on the surface, where they light fires and tear up mattresses. Nau seems at 

first to depict a prison protest, but its soundtrack and title introduce other allusions. Sounds of 

shifting tiles and crackling fire join that of the ocean, and the word nau (ship) typically refers to 

the large, slow vessels historically used for colonial commerce. When first shown at the 2017 

Venice Biennial, Nau also recalled the migrant boats that were then drifting offshore and 

unaided on the Mediterranean Sea. A layering of associations, by which the roof is also a deck 

and the prison a hold, recasts the scene as an allegory whose implications oscillate between 

present and past. 

 

On Air 

This installation sets the scene for a collective restaging of two ground-breaking plays that 

address race, class and power. The first, Sortilégio (1951) by Abdias do Nascimento (1914–2011), 

is a moral fable whose protagonist alienates himself in the pursuit of a higher social position. 

The second, Une Tempête by Aimé Césaire (1913–2008), recasts Shakespeare’s The Tempest as 

a site of anti-colonial struggle.  

To participate in the restaging, you are invited to enter On Air’s radio station and access the 

aarea.co platform, where instead of speaking scripted dialogue, you can add a link to any online 

song. Your choice of music will be immediately broadcast on the carpeted stage, where it may 

interrupt or be interrupted by the choices made by others accessing the platform remotely or 

onsite. Evoking the clashing and often divisive character of online communication, On Air creates 

a distanced interaction between decisions, people and places that produces an unpredictable, 

continuous and conflictive performance.  

 

 


